


Arturo Soto is a multiple Award Winner, emerging 
designer working in London, United Kingdom. Born in 
Mexico, he graduated from Garza Sada Center of Design 
and Architecture in Monterrey Mexico in 2012. In 2017 he 
received a masters degree from The University of the Arts 
London and founded Memories of Green. 

Arturo focuses on bringing attention to both designers 
and consumers about the beauty and the importance of 
designing with waste. Elegance and beauty in objects 
and forms can come from any material.

In collaboration with Tranquil Plants, Memories of Green 
created the ultimate sculpture to revere earth. By fusing 
the violent forces of wood sculpting and the colliding of 
materials with the tranquillity and simplicity of nature. 
Memories of Green will design a new universe solely 
focused on worshipping nature as living sculptures, as 
they should be, sacred monoliths of hope and inspiration.

“Genuine design is the world’s strongest defence against environmental 
disaster, a shield of noble and determined resistance, on that serves 

and submits itself for the needs of humanity, driven by a sensitive 
and disciplined simplicity.”

Stefan Thomas founded Tranquil Plants in 2013, inspired 
by his father’s ‘botanical houses’ in Australia. Handmade 
in Leicester, UK, every Tranquil Plant lasts a lifetime with 
the right care. Stefan Thomas has a personal passion 
unlike anyone else, He is an expert with the Japanese art 
form of Kokedama (translates to moss-ball), and his talks 
are beautifully illustrated with sparkling inspiration, 
intriguing history and horticultural allure.   

Through the wisdom of Japanese tradition and the 
virtues of nature, Tranquil Plants, bring an original idea to 
your space that will inspire and refresh. Whilst planting a 
unique vibe in your home or workplace, our plants offer 
an efficient and cost-effective approach to purifying the 
air of CO2, formaldehyde and other toxins and giving out 
oxygen.

Tranquil Plants are bringing the inspirational and health 
benefits of plants back into our world by working with 
Kokedama.



The Event Horizon Collection

“In astrophysics, an event horizon is most commonly associated with the 
limits around the gravitational force of a black hole, where the gravitational 
magnitude is so strong that not even light is fast enough to escape....This 
horizon is known as “the point of no return.”
 
Memories of Green uses this massive singularity phenomenon as a metaphor 
for their Deluxe Collection. The objects made out of waste and reused materials 
posses’ elegant curves inspired by astrophysics calculations to bring awareness 
of the way we pollute our environment. 

The Event Horizon collection is born from a process of high speed and brute 
force. A poetic expression of invisible forces leaves a mark on these sculptural 
pieces; brutal forces collide against each other imprinting its brand in the    
materials forever, an explosion of elements frozen in time culminating in a 
chalice; the single most pure form of reverence and adoration. By combining 
elegant and seamless textures with the scars of a violent force; Memories of 
Green designs and pays homage in a poetic way to the massive force that 
threatens our environment; product pollution.
 



Event Horizon Chalice 
& Living Temple Multi
Extra Large 

Buddhist Pine BonsaiBuddhist Pine Bonsai



Event Horizon Chalice & Living Temple
Extra Large

The unpredictable and beautiful pattern of the Dark Walnut resembles a planet that is being swal-
lowed by a powerful gravitational force in its centre. The plywood symbolizes the massive gravita-
tional singularity and it portrays beautifully the Event Horizon as the distinction of both materials. 
The piece then is polished and curved to perfection leaving a seamless and flawless mathematical 
curve representing the body of the black hole, progressing naturally into a beautiful stand. 

The Tranquil Plants Living Temple is formed by three Buddhist Pine Bonsais as the astral & poetic 
culmination of the piece; where reality converges with Science Fiction showcasing opposite forces 
into one single sculpture. This beautiful piece works as a centerpiece or a side table or console. 
The Living  Temple Multi (Three Bonsais) detach from the Wooden Sculpture to be able to be 
watered and sprayed and then confortable be placed back in the chalice.

Di 49cm

H
 40cm

Di 25cm

Materials:
Dark Walnut, 
Plywood

Weight:
3.5kg

Pieces:
1x Buddhist Pine Bonsai,
1x Dark Walnut Chalice

Meassurements
49cm Di X 42cm H

Buddhist Pine Bonsai



Event Horizon Tall Chalice 
& Tall Living Temple Single
Small 

Chinese Elm Bonsai



Event Horizon Chalice & Living Temple
Extra Large

The unpredictable and beautiful pattern of the Dark Walnut resembles a planet that is being swal-
lowed by a powerful gravitational force in its centre. The plywood symbolizes the massive gravita-
tional singularity and it portrays beautifully the Event Horizon as the distinction of both materials. 
The piece then is polished and curved to perfection leaving a seamless and flawless mathematical 
curve representing the body of the black hole, progressing naturally into a beautiful stand. 

The Tall Living Temple is formed by a single Bonsai as the astral & poetic culmination of the piece; 
where reality converges with Science Fiction showcasing opposite forces in one single sculpture. 
This beautiful piece works as a centerpiece or a side table or console. The Tall Living Temple 
detach from the Wooden Sculpture to be able to be watered and sprayed and then confortable be 
placed back in the chalice.

Di 25cm

mc
55

 
H

Di 25cm

Materials:
Dark Walnut, 
Plywood

Weight:
4.5kg

Pieces:
1x Chinese Elm Bonsai,
1x Dark Walnut Chalice

Meassurements
25cm Di X 55cm H

Di 16cm

mc
53

 
H

Chinese Elm Bonsai



Event Horizon Chalice 
& Living Temple Single 
Large

Chinese Elm Bonsai



Event Horizon Chalice & Living Temple
Extra Large

The unpredictable and beautiful pattern of the Dark Walnut resembles a planet that is being swal-
lowed by a powerful gravitational force in its centre. The plywood symbolizes the massive gravita-
tional singularity and it portrays beautifully the Event Horizon as the distinction of both materials. 
The piece then is polished and curved to perfection leaving a seamless and flawless mathematical 
curve representing the body of the black hole, progressing naturally into a beautiful stand. 

The Living Temple is formed by an Bonsai Sculpture as the astral & poetic culmination of the piece; 
where reality converges with Science Fiction showcasing opposite forces into one single sculpture. 
This beautiful piece works as a centerpiece or a side table or console. The Living Temple detach 
from the Wooden Sculpture to be able to be watered and sprayed and then confortable be placed 
back in the chalice.

Di 37cm

mc
53

 
H

Di 23cm

Materials:
Dark Walnut, 
Plywood

Weight:
2.5kg

Pieces:
1x Chinese Elm Pine Bonsai,
1x Dark Walnut Chalice

Meassurements
37cm Di X 35cm H

Chinese Elm Bonsai



Event Horizon Chalice 
& Tranquil Bonsai Luxe
Medium

Buddhist Pine Bonsai



Event Horizon Chalice & Living Temple
Extra Large

The unpredictable and beautiful pattern of the Dark Walnut resembles a planet that is being swal-
lowed by a powerful gravitational force in its centre. The plywood symbolizes the massive gravita-
tional singularity and it portrays beautifully the Event Horizon as the distinction of both materials. 
The piece then is polished and curved to perfection leaving a seamless and flawless mathematical 
curve representing the body of the black hole, progressing naturally into a beautiful stand. 

The Tranquil Bonsai is the astral & poetic culmination of the piece; where reality converges with 
Science Fiction showcasing opposite forces into one single sculpture. This beautiful piece works as 
a centerpiece or a side table or console. The Tranquil Bonsai detach from the Wooden Sculpture to 
be able to be watered and sprayed and then confortable be placed back in the chalice.

Di 27cmDi 13cm

H
 35cm

Materials:
Dark Walnut, 
Plywood

Weight:
1.5kg

Pieces:
1x Buddhist Pine Bonsai,
2x Dark Walnut Chalice

Meassurements
27cm Di X 35cm H

H
 25cm

Buddhist Pine Bonsai



Event Horizon Chalice 
& Tranquil Bosai Luxe
Small & Extra Small

Buddhist Pine Bonsai Chinese Elm Bonsai



Di 16cm

Di 15cm

H
 35cm

H
 30cm

Materials:
Dark Walnut, 
Plywood

Weight:
500gr

Pieces:
1x Buddhist Pine Bonsai,
2x Dark Walnut Chalice

Meassurements
49cm Di X 42cm H

Event Horizon Chalice & Living Temple
Extra Large

The unpredictable and beautiful pattern of the Dark Walnut resembles a planet that is being swal-
lowed by a powerful gravitational force in its centre. The plywood symbolizes the massive gravita-
tional singularity and it portrays beautifully the Event Horizon as the distinction of both materials. 
The piece then is polished and curved to perfection leaving a seamless and flawless mathematical 
curve representing the body of the black hole, progressing naturally into a beautiful stand. 

The Tranquil Bonsais are the astral culmination of the piece; where reality converges with Science 
Fiction showcasing opposite forces into one single sculpture. The Tranquil Bonsais detach from the 
Wooden Sculpture to be able to be watered and sprayed and then confortable be placed back in 
the chalice.

Buddhist Pine Bonsai Buddhist Pine Bonsai

Buddhist Pine Bonsai



 Price List 2019

PRODUCT

Event Horizon 
Chalice Plate

Bonsai Shrine
-Buddhist Pine Bonsai
-Chinese Elm Bonsai

Chalice 
Di25cm x H4cm £30

Bonsai:
Di15cm  x H25cm £60

RRP
£90

Event Horizon 
Chalice XS & S

Bonsai Shrine
-Buddhist Pine Bonsai
-Chinese Elm Bonsai

Chalice XS
Di16cm x H9cm £40
Chalice S 
Di15cm x H15cm £50

XS £110

 S £120

Event Horizon 
Chalice M

Bonsai Shrine
-Buddhist Pine Bonsai
-Chinese Elm Bonsai

Chalice 
Di25cm x H12cm £90

Bonsai:
Di15cm  x H25cm   £70

Bonsai:
Di15cm  x H25cm £70

RRP
£160

Event Horizon 
Chalice L

Bonsai Garden Temple 
-Buddhist Pine Bonsai
-Chinese Elm Bonsai

Chalice 
Di37cm x H10cm £140

Bonsai:
Di23cm  x H25cm £120

RRP
£260

Event Horizon 
Chalice XL

Bonsai Forest Temple 
-Buddhist Pine Bonsai
-Chinese Elm Bonsai

Chalice 
Di49cm x H22cm £300

Bonsai:
Di25cm  x H35cm £200

RRP
£500

DIMENSIONS PRICE

RRP

RRP



 Price List 2019
PRODUCT

Event Horizon Plate 
-Walnut
-London Plane
-Plywood

Chalice 
Di25cm x H5cm

RRP
£30

Event Horizon 
Chalice Deep S & XS

Chalice S
Di14cm x 10Hcm

XS 
RRP

£40

S 
RRP

£50

Event Horizon 
Chalice M

Chalice M
Di25cm x H12cm

RRP
£90

Event Horizon 
Tall Chalice S

Chalice Tall S
Di25cm x H30cm

RRP
£100

Event Horizon 
Tall Chalice L

Chalice L
Di37cm x H15cm

RRP
£150

DIMENSIONS PRICE

Event Horizon 
Chalice XS

Chalice XS
Di16cm x H7cm

RRP
£36

Chalice XS
Di16cm x H8cm 



Event Horizon 
Chalice XL

Chalice XL 
Di49cm x H20cm

RRP
£300

 Price List 2019
PRODUCT

Bonsai Shrine 
Select:

-Buddhist Pine Bonsai
-Chinese Elm Bonsai

Bonsai:
Di15cm  x H25cm

RRP
£70

Bonsai Garden Temple 
Select:

- Buddhist Pine Bonsai
- Chinese Elm Bonsai

Bonsai:
Di23cm  x H25cm

RRP
£120

Bonsai Forest Temple 
Select:

-Buddhist Pine Bonsai
-Chinese Elm Bonsai

Bonsai:
Di25cm  x H35cm

RRP
£200

DIMENSIONS PRICE

www.memoriesofgreen.net

hello@memoriesofgreen.net

+44 (0) 7490 205909

@arturosotodesign

www.tranquilplants.co.uk

info@tranquilplants.co.uk 

+44 (0) 1509 768865

@tranquilplants


